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«■... man's suffering with all the amplification of tragic masks»1
Abstract
Three Greek One-Act Plays (1978) is a short, tripartite work of post­
war fiction comprising seemingly unrelated documents supposedly quoted 
verbatim from their original sources. They are: a) the proceedings of a trial 
held in 1957 and related to National Army operations in the last phase of 
the Civil War; b) a series of letters received by a prison inmate between 
1954 and circa 1970; and, c) the undated instruction manual to a Kenwood 
mixer. In a play of generic terms on the cover and title page the slim volume 
is described with salient irony from the outset as a “novel”.2 The somewhat 
risqué quotation of apparently authentic documents with minimal extrane­
ous commentary in a soi-disant “novel” is a pioneering narrative technique 
at least in Greek literary prose. Critical commentators who did not neglect 
the text altogether either offered partial readings of it in the cultural milieu 
of post-dictatorship Greece or, baffled until recently by its ostentatiously 
unconventional form, treated it as little more than “experimental” litera­
ture. As a result, the text’s underlying criticisms of the dominant ideology 
in Greece and the nation’s socioeconomic crisis since the end of the Civil 
War and right up to the first years of the Metapolitefsi have largely gone 
unnoticed. The purpose of this paper is to propose a reading of Three Greek 
One-Act Plays as a parody3 with a potential political message that transcends 
the stated or implied chronologies of reference, and to explore the cultural 
and ideological conditions that contributed to the text’s partisan or uncer­
emonious reception.
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1. Background
When Three Greek One-Act Plays was first published, Valtinos was well 
known in Greek literary circles. His novella The Descent o f  the Nine (1963) had 
inaugurated his accession to the literary scene and was well known among 
intellectuals.4 It was a quasi-testimonial narrative about the demise of a pla­
toon of leftist guerillas in the final year of the Civil War. In the inimical cli­
mate of the Colonels’ dictatorship it was a ‘cult text’ which circulated secretly 
in photocopies among university students and teachers. Indeed, until its 
publication in book form, in 1978, it had been published in English (1973) 
and German (1976).5 Its additional relevance for this article is that the au­
thor considers Three Greek One-Act Plays as a “comment on and sequel to” The 
Descent o f  the Nine.6 In 1978 Valtinos was also known for his short story “The 
Plaster Cast”, his contribution to Eighteen Texts (1970), the first collective 
volume by Greek writers protesting against the Colonels’ censorship.
In comparison to Three Greek One-Act Plays these texts by Valtinos 
were more conventional narratives. In the Zeitgeist of post-dictatorship 
Greece avowed commentators treated these works as party-minded left- 
wing statements,7 but they were far from according with the partisan spirit 
that evolved from the 1973 Polytechnic events after seven years of military 
rule and spawned the populism of PASOK in the ensuing years.8 As one 1979 
review of the text suggests,9 Greece’s return to parliamentary democracy 
germinated a wholesale dismissal of liberal conservatism and the elevation 
of leftism to exclusive benevolence. This new polarization was an offshoot 
of the dictatorship which probably also cloned Cold-War antinomies at the 
time. Some of its many effects in Greece were idealized interpretations of 
the left’s involvement in the Civil War10 and a subdued self-criticism within 
a large majority of the Greek left and its intelligentsia. Stifled self-criticism, 
ideological consensus and historical oblivion are the principal objects of cri­
tique in Three Greek One-Act Plays.
2. The subsidiary texts of Three Greek One-Act Plays
The first document [uIIpocKTIK(X jxiaq Siia|Q (tf&arjTccojLLSva, oc,7LO zlq 
S(/)7]jllsql6s (.;  zrjc, s t io x ^ q)"  (henceforth “IIpaKTiKd”)]11 is strongly remi­
niscent of a dramatic work. It is structured in two parts and interspersed 
with brief descriptions extraneous to the dialogue. In it a retired general 
(Vasilopoulos) sues one of his peers (Zafiropoulos) for misrepresenting him
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in his book on the Civil War.12 Seven witnesses reveal Vasilopoulos’ cata­
strophic contribution to National Army operations on Mount Vitsi in 1948 
but also display tolerance for his laxity. In the second part of the trial, the 
testimony of an officer with amputated lower limbs brings an unexpected 
volte face: the plaintiff and the accused compromise, indeed as the presiding 
judge had recommended before the beginning of proceedings. Zafiropoulos 
withdraws his published criticisms and Vasilopoulos emerges as a compe­
tent leader. “IIpctKTlKd” is a scathing comment on the distortion of the of­
ficers’ experience on the battlefield, the muffling of self-questioning within 
the military and its collaboration with the judiciary and the press in estab­
lishing an ideological concord after the Civil War.
The second text [‘Tpdfxpaxa crcq (pidxxKTi” (henceforth ‘Tpappa- 
tog”)] is reminiscent of the epistolary novel. It is an archive of 14 letters re­
ceived by the inmate Stelios Thomaidis. Allusions to his political affiliation 
and that of his relatives fade in comparison to the text’s emphasis: a pro­
found malaise in the lives of almost everyone involved. The sympathy that 
Valtinos creates for most correspondents is counterbalanced by pressures 
they exert on Thomaidis to be more compliant. In spite of expectations for 
his release, the inmate’s fate remains unknown. At the end of the text, an 
authorial note states that the letters were discovered in 1972 in the toilets 
of the disused Kalami Gaol in Chania (p. 64). In reality Valtinos found four 
letters addressed to different recipients which inspired him to compose this 
putatively authentic epistolary archive.13
The last document is undated and bears the title of a well-known ad­
vertising catch-phrase in Greece: “Nat, aAdxx Kenwood” (henceforth “Ken­
wood”). It seems to be a verbatim quotation of a manual to the appliance. 
I could not ascertain the degree of Valtinos’ personal input in the text’s 
composition. The author claims to have come across the (now misplaced) 
manual in his sisters’ home in Athens. In it the impersonal narrator cer­
emoniously promises to emancipate the prospective user from the daily 
toil of food preparation while simultaneously announcing his/her subju­
gation to the appliance’s advanced technology. Three recipes make up the 
denouement of the book. In the context of Three Greek One-Act Plays it is a 
bitter and humorously ironic comment on post-war economic growth that 
scoffs at the partial and illusory prosperity of the Greek urban home. 
The references to effective homogenization of materials in the kitchen
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relate metaphorically to the theme of ideological uniformity in the other 
two texts and, by extension, to literary cohesiveness.
For the casual reader, Three Greek One-Act Plays is at a certain remove 
from this aesthetic principle. In spatial terms the quasi-logical transition 
from the courtroom to prison is followed by an incongruous one to the 
domestic kitchen. In discursive terms there is a notable transition from 
dialogue to epistolary monologues followed by the quasi-apostrophic or 
impersonal monologue of a manual. However, my brief description above 
suggests that the three texts share at least one thematic opposition (free­
dom * suppression or control of people, views, or behaviour) which is 
treated with varying degrees of irony in each text. It is therefore significant 
that the referential impetus of the subsidiary texts to actual situations and 
discursive practices is repeatedly displaced or reversed with the “true” and 
the “authentic” being consistently exposed as fiction. In their totality, the 
three texts refer to an all-pervasive ideology in post-Civil-War Greece whose 
partialities, falsehoods and modes of dissemination the reader is invited to 
question beyond the stated or implied times of reference. It appears, how­
ever, that the cultural ambiance of post-dictatorship Greece was not alto­
gether conducive to reading Three Greek One-Act Plays in this way. Rather 
it might explain the omissions, bewilderment and reservations of the few 
critics who commented even fruitfully on the text.
3. The critical reception of Three Greek One-Act Plays
Mario Vitti and Vasilis Rafailidis were the first to review the book ap­
proximately seven months after publication.14 Later critics drew from and 
commented on their commentaries both directly and indirectly.15 Vitti’s was 
an incisive, albeit understandably cautious, review. His sensationalistic de­
scription of the work as “an authorless novel” was supplemented by refer­
ences to a “conscientious editor”, “selection”, “appropriation” and “initiative” 
which culminates into a “more radical objectivity”.16 Commenting on ‘T p d j l -  
ptXTa” and “Kenwood”, he identified a “violence exercised on the inmate” and 
a “distortion” of reality respectively. Although, he appears to have purposely 
avoided commenting on the very same issues in “IIpaKTlKd”, his wording 
suggests that they relate to both the times of reference and publication.17
Rafailidis’ review the same year was less restrained. He described the 
text as a “daring montage of impressions” which “creates a synecdoche” that
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signifies what he termed as the “optimistic tragedy” of Greek history. This 
he explicitly related to the “dramatic defeat” of the Democratic Army in the 
Civil War by “farcical victors”. Optimism is perceived in the survival of Na- 
sios (the narrator of The Descent o f  the Nine) in his surrogate, Thomaidis.18 
In true antimilitarist spirit of the period, the officers in “IIp a K T lK a ” are 
shown to participate in an “intra-class civil war... squabbling over their mis­
laid honour” while the “drama of an entire people” is limited to Thomaidis’ 
hapless relatives. In the text itself, however, the inmate’s idealization on 
grounds of political affiliation is meticulously avoided. Indeed the generals 
compromise their differences which is part of the “drama” that Rafailidis 
eschews.19 In spite of this, he seems to doubt his optimistic appraisal of the 
Metapolitefsi as the “symbolic end of the Civil War”.20 His interpretation may 
be described as historically contingent, brimming with post-dictatorship 
leftist enthusiasm, but also containing uncertainties on its own findings.
Approximately a decade later, Dimitris Daskalopoulos declared res­
ervations about Rafailidis’ gloss but he expressly refused involvement in 
“ideological discussions”.21 His reserve describes eloquently the climate that 
prevailed during the 80s in relation to the left’s idealized role in the Civil 
War.22 Daskalopoulos described Valtinos’ text as an “interesting experi­
ment”. Michel Fais drew similar conclusions referring to “an experimental 
undertaking whose accessibility remains problematic even nowadays”.23 If 
these hermeneutic restraints can be attributed to critical inhibitions fo­
mented during the Metapolitefsi, a broader neglect of the text resulted from 
other, perhaps more tangible, causes.
In a relatively recent newspaper article, Elisavet Kotzia observed that 
Valtinos gained a place in the multi-volume series H  jLLSZOtTioXsjUATcrj 7i&£o- 
yox(j)f(x -  A tlo zov tloXs/lo zov ’40  cdq zr) 6l%zxzoqlx zov ’67  on the basis 
of four works of prose fiction, Three Greek One-Act Plays among them.24 In 
the introductory volume of the series, however, Alexandras Argyriou makes 
no mention of Valtinos’ text. Indeed, it does not feature in his annual cata­
logues of published works of fiction.25 This philological oversight in a highly 
regarded critical anthology seems to have had some adverse consequences 
for the work’s reception thenceforth,26 perhaps because it was not repub­
lished until 1989 along with the similarly styled Data from the decade o f  the 
60s whose instant success seems to have overshadowed the shorter book.
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Valtinos himself has described Three Greek One-Act Plays as his least 
“commercial” book,27 a fact that perhaps documents that unconventional 
narratives do not necessarily enjoy a wide readership, critical commentary 
or philological listings. It would appear that as a result, the author orches­
trated a reexamination of the text in a dedicatory issue of the periodical 
II6Q(j)VQtxq and with the reprint of the first reviews in the volume of critical 
writings Tux zov Bockzcvo.28The critical efforts that germinated remained 
within the limits of general or theoretical commentaries and one commen­
tator reiterated a difficulty to treat it as literature.29 According to another 
critic, the text referred to the “theme of the Junta” possibly in prolonged 
accordance with the post-dictatorship Zeitgeist.30 The allusions to the Colo­
nels’ dictatorship, however, are only marginal in the work’s preoccupation 
with social inequities, prolonged repression and interment of socio-political 
antinomies after the Civil War.
In retrospect, the polarizations that evolved from the internecine con­
flict and featured in both literary and critical writings before and after the 
dictatorship were not an unexpected development. During the 90s, howev­
er, and until recently when historians, writers and press commentators re­
suscitated a widespread interest in the Civil War, the author’s preoccupation 
with the subject was frequently described as regressive.31 Consequently, the 
critical negligence of Valtinos’ text may be partly attributed to problems of 
“accessibility”, as Fais pointed out in 1989, but included other factors such 
as philological oversight, the nature and preoccupations of critical practices 
in Greece, the stereotypical labeling of Valtinos as a leftist writer, and the 
ideological climate that predominated throughout the Metapolitefsi. In my 
view, it is also attributable to the inherent difficulties of parody as a literary 
genre, in particular its ambiguity.
4. Irony, Parody and Satire in Three Greek One-Act Plays
The terms “irony”, “parody” and “satire” overlap but they are not of 
course synonymous. Irony is based on differences between form and con­
tent or stated and implied meaning. The discrepancy imposes a semantic 
shift that rules out possibilities of their convergence.32 Parody and satire are 
generic carriers of irony. The former in that imitates a text and at the same 
time distances itself from it without necessarily mocking it. Thus, parody 
is rebellious but it is also conservative. Satire on the other hand usually
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targets social institutions. When it targets a literary piece, it comments 
on the aesthetic status quo. In such cases, parody and satire cooperate in 
acknowledging and simultaneously undermining the hegemony of a given 
cultural condition. Research findings of the last decades state that parodies 
have a broad spectrum of effects that vary according to the context of each 
composition. However, the oscillation of parody between its polemic and 
conservative functions33 and its description as “quotation or repetition with 
a critical difference’’gives sufficient broadness to the term for a preliminary 
understanding of Three Greek One-Act Plays.
4.1. "IIpaKTiKd": Severed logic
“npaKTiKa” comments on the catastrophic consequences of indi­
vidual contributions to collective efforts with the expected formality and 
seriousness. The use of Katharevousa befits the occasion and reinforces its 
verisimilitude; the idiom is not an object or the means of satire. The plot, 
however, leads to the evaluation of personal responsibility as a negligible 
misdemeanor, exposing institutional involvement in the biased appraisal of 
an historical event. This interpretation serves the “practical” purpose of ide­
ological consensus but the irony of the pun does not mock the institutions 
involved, regardless of how conducive to this interpretation antimilitarism 
may have been in post-dictatorship Greece. On the contrary, the tragic re­
sults of misguided individual inputs are maintained and are at the furthest 
possible remove from satirical treatment.
In the first part of the trial Vasilopoulos questions Zafiropoulos’ his­
toriography claiming that he is represented as cowardly. Similarly, during 
the trial, the validity of other official documents is questioned.34 In a self- 
referential turn, this questioning is directed towards “TIpaKTiKd” itself as a 
document. In spite of this, Zafiropoulos’ account is supported by witnesses 
and shown to have been justified. So, the scales of justice lean in his favour 
as the text creates expectations for a development that leads logically to a 
confluence of justice and truth. The formality and dryness of expression, 
a systematic arrangement of testimonies and their internal organization 
reinforce such expectations. Their eventual deflation, however, does not in­
validate or mock the text’s putative authenticity either.
In the second part of the trial, witnesses characterize Zafiropoulos’ 
account as “false”. The last witness, the legless veteran in his wheel chair,
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fails to answer a question on events at the battlefront due to “expressed 
emotion” (p. 31). The question is withdrawn, the proceedings come to a 
close and the historiographic plot of what actually happened on Mount 
Vitsi in September 1948 is dissolved in a mist of emotional uncertainty. 
The next day, Zafiropoulos withdraws his views and the social status and 
heroism of his brothers in arms is reinstated. The tragic developments on 
the battle field, as they are expressed in the loss of the officer’s lower limbs 
were the result of a general laxity in the National Army Corps including the 
sluggishness of Vasilopoulos. The severing of logic in the evaluation of the 
events intensifies the tragedy. Judgments based on solidarity and camara­
derie, emerge as logical and just whereas those founded on logic and criti­
cism are shown to be injurious. The outcome of the trial exudes a cultural 
inclination towards ideological consensus over and above critical dialogue. 
Part of the text’s irony arises from the illogicality of this outcome.
In “ IIpaKTiKd”, historiographic verity is largely based on synecdoche, 
perhaps the most unifying of rhetorical tropes.35 What short-circuits this 
homogenization is a contamination of the characters as epic figures by less 
heroic attributes which force them to succumb to a coerced self-deception. 
This is not a feature of the side they served but a component in the way 
their experience was interpreted posthumously. What the reader is invited 
to do is question not only the oversight of individual responsibility but also 
the imaginary conscience formed on the basis of muffled criticism and par­
tial historical narratives. Parody introduces this very possibility of distance 
from this dominant interpretation at the expense of another. Thus, Three 
Greek One-Act Plays is a “sequel to and a comment on” The Descent of the Nine 
because it refers to what the pursuers of the nine guerillas suffered in 1948 
and exposes the ideological use of narratives on the internecine conflict. 
Perhaps the most savage irony at the expense of those involved is that the 
revelation of “unfortunate events”36 implies an epic narrative for the Demo­
cratic Army at least for the Vitsi clashes. However, mutinous behaviour and 
lack of discipline in a generally exhausted National Army after the Gram- 
mos battles puts the epic nature of this narrative under serious doubt for 
either side of the conflict. This is particularly evident not only because de­
tails of the contested events are silenced, but also due to Democratic Army 
representatives’ conspicuous absence. They are either in exile or have signed 
so-called “declarations of repentance”.
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“npaicciivd” challenges the reader’s logic by making him/her ques­
tion the reliability of formal documents, the validity of personal testimo­
nies, the significance of individual contributions to collective enterprises 
and the ways in which these are interpreted posthumously. At the end of 
proceedings the presiding judge delivers a speech that contains a series of 
contextual ironies:
“M&zx zxvzx o Tigdsdgoq zov %x%ovgyLodL%sCov zkvGs zrjv 
GvvsdgtXGLV zltlcov ozl o snzkdcbv GV/ij3Lj3xG/ioq fix tfzo xxkov vx 
sysvszo ngiv Jigoy/og^ast 7] 6l%t] — dsdo/isvov ozl okoi xyxTcxfis 
ZOV ozgxzov—  07L0ZS fix X7lS(/)SVySZO 7] X7LO%xkV'lf)LQ COgLGJLLZVCOV 
yeyovozcov zrjc, nsgtodov zov GvjijiogLZOTioks/iov 1948.
H  EkkXQ, SZOVLGS, J1S ZTjV fiO'fj'dSLXV JLLSyxk(OV GVJLLJLLXXCOV, SvMgdlGS 
Z7JV /LX%7]V V7ixgqz(bq Z7]Q. M s  ZTjV ftOTjDSLXV zcov l'Slcov GV/LLJUX%(DV 
z%zgdrj'&r) 7] /lx%7] Z7]Q xvxGvyxgozTjGscoq ztjq sgsL7icoju,zv7]q 
TixzgidoQ jllxq. O xycbv fisfixLCoq d&v ¿tlxvgz xxo/ix . Atlo/izvsl 6lx
ZOV kxov fJLXQ 7] (fxXGLC, XXZXXZTjGSCOQ ZTjQ SVTjJLL&gLXq, TigOVTldHSGLC,
&7C ZCOV OV% OCVSV, dLX 7LXGXV TLSgXLZigCO TlokLZLGZLXTjV Tigoodov. 
rsvvxLOLpgovsq gvjlljllx%ol lgzxvzxl 7ixgx zo Jiksvgov jllxq %xl zlq
ZTjV (f)XGLV XVZTjV. AsV 'dx TLgSTLSL VX ZO kjjGJULOVOVJLLS. 'OlLCOQ dsV 
dx TigiTiSL vx krjGjuovovjus zo vipLGZov xgsoq jLLxq: Arj'&rj 6lx zo 
7ixgzk'&ov %xl o/iovolx.
To zskoq zcov sjLLTZvsvGjLLSvoyv koycov zov xvgiov ngosdgov dLzM%dr)Gxv 
TLOLgxzszx/iivxx&dgoxgozrjjjbxzx z% zov xxgoxzrjgiov”(g. 33-4).
In 1978, the excerpt would have certainly echoed the rhetoric of 
George Papadopoulos’ speeches. The parenthetical remark “6X,oi ttYOCTtdjie 
tov axpaxov” and the references to “ Yevvaio (PPov8  ^ cmppa/ouQ” sug­
gest anachronistically the coup d’etat of 1967 and hint at the American aid 
to Greece after 1947, respectively. The speech, however, is in a mixture of 
direct and indirect speech that restrains its grandiloquence. The satirical ef­
fect, therefore, is not unquestionably clear.
What seems to be the object of satire here is the rhetoric rather 
than the content (the personification of Greece as a reconstructed entity 
and the contradictory call for remembrance and oblivion at the end of the 
second paragraph). Valtinos shares the view that prosperity is a prerequisite 
for cultural advancement and the judge seems to be aware of its insecure
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prospects.37 The struggling relatives of Thomaidis confirm this, making the 
irony of such an ambition even more pronounced. If, therefore, one dis­
cerns satire at the expense of those involved, this relates to the institutional 
cover-up that has been achieved. The references to “A,f|0r|” and “opovoia” 
in the judge’s final appeal are salient in that regard. The former echoes the 
compound “aAr]0eia” (truth), which was never sought ah initio. The latter 
underlines the violence of Zafiropoulos’ legal defeat and the stifled self- 
criticism within the military. However, by means of controlled sympathy 
for at least two of its members, the text formulates a direct challenge to the 
endorsed ideology. Arguably it foreshadows a similar challenge to the cor­
responding Zeitgeist spawned during the Metapolitefsi.
The satire that underlies the denouement of “IIpaKTlKd” reaches its 
climax in the indeterminate audience’s endorsement of the judge by “ex­
tended applause”. This human ensemble appears to succumb to paternalism 
and sentimental rhetoric rather than seek dialogue and proof. Placing emo­
tional appraisals above logical argument is presented as the distinguishing 
feature of a collective attitude whose acquiescence betrays a desire for soli­
darity. Parody in “IIpaKTlKd” exposes human propensity to credulity and 
the shaky foundations of such solidarity but does not seek their unques­
tioning condemnation.
4.2 'Tpd(X(iaTa": Severed links
In “ rpappaT a” there are four basic narrative sequences involving 
Thomaidis and his relatives. The first one relates to his marriage. In the first 
four letters and a two-year span his marriage to Tasia heads inexorably to­
wards dissolution. Four letters and five years later a lawyer informs him of 
his divorce. Three letters and six years later he is prompted to transfer the 
guardianship of his children to their new stepfather. His dramatic condition 
is counterbalanced with justifications of Tasia’s choices, mild chastisements 
of his attempts to blackmail her and his non-involvement in graver family 
issues.38 The promises of his relatives to visit him are quickly replaced by 
declarations of difficulty in their fulfillment. Thus, Thomaidis character is 
presented as severed from both family and society.
The second narrative sequence relates to the difficulties of his parents, 
the deterioration of their health and death of his mother. The third sequence 
involves his sister’s family. The relevant descriptions include unemploy-
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ment, poverty and struggle for daily subsistence. The prosperity envisaged 
by the judge in “IIpaKTlKd” and resonantly announced in “Kenwood” are 
in ironic inconsistency with the central text. The fourth sequence relates to 
Thomaidis’ release. The absence of date in the last piece of correspondence 
in conjunction with the author’s note at the end of “rpappaTa” where the 
prisons he patronized are enumerated in asyndeton,39 create the impression 
of an incarceration ad infinitum.
Thomaidis’ correspondents make references to letters received by him 
but the epistolary dialogue is rudimentary. In its totality, however, the text 
is in dialogue with “IIpaKTlKd” in a number of ways. To begin with, there 
is a kind of parallel between Thomaidis and Zafiropoulos. Thomaidis’ cor­
respondents refer to stubbornness (p. 49) on his behalf and possible insub­
ordination (p. 48 and 50). This behaviour suggests that his incarceration is 
the result of a refusal to sign a “declaration of repentance”. Zafiropoulos too 
submits a semblance of a repent at the end of the trial. His criticisms are sup­
pressed metaphorically whereas the uncompromising Thomaidis is in literal 
confinement. The two texts do not juxtapose right-wingers to left-wingers 
with the stereotypical addenda of comfortably acquiescent members of the 
middle class against justly combative or struggling proletarians. What un­
derlies both texts is a criticism of the post-Civil-War state for its prolonged 
Manichaism and intolerance. Indeed the outcome of the trial functions as a 
signifier for this ideological climate and as a cause of Thomaidis’ incarcera­
tion which is seemingly extended thanks to the Colonels’ dictatorship.40 The 
other ways in which the two texts are in dialogue relate to irony.
Some of the content of the relevant letters agglutinates to coerce Tho­
maidis into compliance. His relatives ask him to be “disciplined” (p. 48), 
to “not change his mind again” (p. 50) and to “shave, because facial hair 
doesn’t suit [him]” (p. 52). His mother’s piety (p. 39 and 41) is extended 
to a kind of guidance of Thomaidis41 while some developments in his life 
are presented as divine justice.42 The possibility of self-censorship seems 
to underlie the phraseology at times,43 but the correspondents appear to 
accept their condition as a natural development, almost like an incurable 
ailment.44 Their acquiescence betrays the treatment of their condition as a 
fateful outcome similarly to the consenting audience in “IIpaKTlKd”.
Valtinos seems to refuse to transpose this acquiescence to Thomaidis 
himself. In spite of haziness in his characterization, he functions as a struc-
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ture of resistance to authority which pretends to perm it expressional liber­
ties but, essentially, abolishes dialogue and endorses concealment of facts 
in the interest of ideological consensus. There is a confluence of his confine­
m ent “inside” with corresponding restraints “outside” but he also represents 
the opposite of “outside” which in reality is another form of “inside”. The 
literary effect of these inconsistencies which reinforce and simultaneously 
undermine differences between opposing concepts is irony. This is intensi­
fied in the final letter, where a supplier informs Thomaidis of some material 
he has ordered for making artifacts. The undated letter abstracts time and 
its last paragraph expands spatial reference to a global context. This makes 
Thomaidis appear as a dissolved entity in spatiotemporal non-specificity 
and at considerable distance form idealized interpretations of his character:
“EIEAFflFAI - AIAPKHF FLAPAKATA QHKH
oc—Flgcozcu vkcu Tpr)%zQ07iou(XQ: ToiysQ K lvsClxsq, AXoyiVSQ 
Evg(Q7i7)Q-AjLL&gixrj<;, P vv'&szlxsc;  NdvXov, Xogztx Ms&xov T<xjll7ux6- 
Aovazgs.
j3—llgcbzou vXoU XX'&SXXOTIOUXQ XXL 7lXsXZ(bv &7lL7lX(OV: K xXx/jLXXL, 
Tpcc'&iov, qvX&lx Pozsv’ xogd&Xx, jlltixvsXs<;, vdvXov acoXrjvdxi xxc 
xXxxs, 'ipd'&SQ Viscose, xdXxjaoc Ivdubv Bamboo.
y—Figcozcu vXou tllXotlollxq: A&Csq, OTixgzgi, Tpd'dtvsQ zxlvCsq 
E vgoj7i7)c;-KLV0tc;-'A7i(Q AvxzoXrjQ., goxxvidi I zxXlxq, xogdovi 
ydgzcvo, 7uXrj/jLxzx AIsgivoQ xvdgLxd-xxidixd, jaoysg xxazdgLVx, 
fisXovg yvvxtx&ix fiovgXLVx-'ipd'&Lvx-xovzLvevzdX-Bangkok.
6— Atd<f>ogx: TAfix M xgoxov xozacdx xxi x^gjllsvt], yogzo 
VLXsXcOZTjgicOV, ZLVXXZTjgUX IvdiCOV, flTZXGZOVVLX TLsgcndzov 
xvxxrjgcov ex bamboo xX x”(p■ 63).
Parody in ‘Tp&|l|JUXTa” manifests itself in the imitation of correspond­
ence which preserves the relevant conventions and concomitant expres­
sions of emotional solidarity towards the inmate, but also employs their 
ironic potential. Thus, it functions very similarly to “IIpaKTlKd” in that it 
cuts both ways: on the one hand with subdued satire at the expense of the 
relatives and critical stance towards the sociopolitical climate in which they 
express themselves, and, on the other, with an oxymoronic mixture of sym­
pathy and distance from their plight. This distance relates to their apparent
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compliance with authority and the acceptance of their condition as fatal. 
Thomaidis’ apparent vanishing at the end, leaves a void in the resistance to 
such acquiescence. So, if, as Pylarinos intuitively perceived in 2002,45 the 
text empowers its reader politically it does so not through catechism but by 
severing semantic links and through ironic displacements that undermine 
teleological judgments on all relevant issues.
4.3 "Kenwood": Domestic Technology and Freedom
When one is forced to read a manual to a kitchen appliance as litera­
ture, the initial irony is largely due to the absence of the machine and the 
“accompanying documents” referred to in it.46 In the first sentences “Tcopa 
éyzTe  kcu  aeiQ éva véo KENWOOD CHEF” and “Aitò oq|iepa q Ccoq oaq 
oxqv Kou^iva aTto/Taei Kooivoupyio vóqpa” (a. 67) this irony is intensi­
fied by stylistic features like the use of the cluster “yr” (instead of “k t ”) 
and the uncontracted ending “-del” (istead of “-a ”), due to inconsistency 
with the formality of the plural address. In this literary context, therefore, 
the appliance is a linguistic mélange of different registers, vocabulary and 
rhetorical devices: saliently its personification initially in the French term 
“Chef” (also meaning “leader”, “superior”, or “boss”) and later in its presen­
tation as “companion”.
The prospective user is presented as the master of this appliance de­
voted to his service and wellbeing,47 but the hierarchy of this relationship is 
gradually reversed when the machine -  perhaps an early postmodern cyborg 
-  is said to surpass human dexterity and accommodate the inefficiencies 
of its user who is encouraged to show fidelity in following instructions.48 
The description of various components emphasizes superlative juicing and 
blending capabilities arguing for economy of time and materials. The phra­
seology, however, is excessively lavish and often tautological. The ironic hu­
mour is set off by differences in register between titles (in Katharevousa) 
and explanations (in a popular kitchen idiom) and results from inconsisten­
cies between claims to economy and verbal recklessness.49
The irony resulting from the almost simultaneous declaration of one 
thing and its opposite is reinforced intra-textually through the transition 
from dialogue in “IIpaKTiKa” to monologues in ‘TpàjX(iaTa” and to the 
apostrophe of “Kenwood”. This transition is incongruous with the dialogic 
operations the reader is invited to perform in order to produce contextual
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meaning.50 If the humorous ironies have a satirical edge to them, they do 
not involve the denial of gastronomic pleasures. The object of satire is not 
an actual user of a Kenwood Chef or the average bon-vivant. In the broader 
context of the work, the “N ai” of the title is followed by the inducement of a 
theoretical prospective user to consent to a substitute of personal will with 
that of an impersonal enunciator. The target of the text’s satire is the (self-) 
enfeeblement of the individual in his or her compliance with an ideological 
climate that promotes consumerism as a vision of wellbeing in conjunction 
with loss of historical memory.
Consequently the repetitiousness of parody is not in itself sufficient 
for it to be ironic or satirical. The other texts and an understanding of the 
cultural context are prerequisites for the effectiveness of irony. So, the reci­
pe for kourabiedes in the denouement of “Kenwood” parodies cook book lan­
guage but its irony is not satirical. The irony becomes more poignant in the 
final words (“Cot%oipq a)(vr|”, p. 83) which offers the semblance of a happy 
ending illustrating how sweet the veneer of the exerted clandestine violence 
can be. If it simultaneously questions this, it is thanks to the text’s depend­
ence on similar techniques in the traditional novel, on the reader’s memory 
of details in the previous texts and the author’s complicity in bringing them 
together despite his apparent withdrawal.
Three Greek One-Act Plays can be read as a critique of a national ideol­
ogy founded on dubiously partial interpretations of historical events and 
on a concomitant loss of historical memory combined with fallacies of do­
mestic affluence and the comforts of consumerism. Thus, by exploiting the 
ironic potential of parody Valtinos calls for a more realistic aesthetic in the 
contemporary novel rather than proclaim the genre’s demise. Indeed, the 
text activates the reader’s participation in recognizing literary conventions 
of the novel in the construction of both reality and literary meaning. The 
text also exposes the connivance of literary discourse in the formation of 
ideology and cultivates its potential to politically motivate through criti­
cal analysis rather than catechism. Thus, the “experienced violence” by the 
work’s “conscientious editor”, aptly noted by Vitti in his inaugural review, 
is transformed into its symbolic or benevolent exertion with the acknowl­
edged complicity of the reader.51
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